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WHO LET THE DOGS OUT? KEEP YOUR PETS
SAFE AS WILD WEATHER HITS VICTORIA
As the Bureau of Meteorology issues weather warnings throughout Victoria for today and
the weekend, RSPCA is reminding all pet owners to take steps to protect their pets from
the elements.
With winds of up to 100km/h forecast for parts of the state, pet owners are urged to take
precautions. RSPCA Victoria Shelters Manager Liz Walker said strong winds and
thunderstorms can easily damage fences and blow gates open.
“The loud noise associated with thunderstorms is one of the most prevalent phobias in
animals, and when faced with an open gate or damaged fence, a fearful pet may run
away,” Ms Walker said.
“As a result, we generally see a surge in lost pets come into our shelters during and after
storms.
“For your pet's safety, make sure that any fences and gates on your property are secure
and that your pet can't readily escape through them or over them.
“While keeping a pet indoors in stormy weather is the best option, we understand it’s not
possible all of the time for some pets and owners.
“Whether indoors or outdoors, make sure you provide your pet with a safe and
comfortable area where they can shelter, and allow your pet to go where it wants to feel
safe,” Ms Walker said.
“If you know your pet becomes extremely distressed during storms or thunder, consider
speaking to your vet to discuss ways of helping your pet cope.”
Ms Walker said one of the most important things owners can do is to ensure that their pet
wears identification, particularly a microchip.
“In the unfortunate event that your pet should escape from your property, a microchip
gives you the greatest chance that you and your pet will be reunited,” Ms Walker said.
“Registration and ID tags with a phone number are also simple measures which make it
much quicker and easier to reunite lost pets with their owners.
“If the worst should happen and your pet goes missing and you can't find them after an
initial search, contact your council and animal shelters in your area, and surrounding
areas.”
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